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In practice, software engineers typically use a mixture of 
specification styles:

Programming languages, such as Eiffel, combine imperative 
language constructs with declarative contracts (assertions)

Modelling languages, such as the UML, combine state machines 
with the declarative Object Constraint Language (OCL)

In computing theory, the focus is on pure styles:

Operational - automata, Petri nets, process algebras, ...

Declarative - set-based notations, temporal logics, ...

thus typically ignoring the “heterogeneous” reality!

Heterogeneous Specification



Selected Related Work

TLA [Lamport], UTP [He, Hoare]:

Translate operational content into logic formulas

Use logic implication as refinement relation

Kurshan’s work on ω-automata:

Automata setting with (a)synchronous composition operators

Employs trace inclusion as refinement relation

Olderog’s process algebra with added trace formulas:

Trace formulas may serve as processes, but not vice versa

Conjunction cannot be applied to processes



An Example from Avionics: Mode Logics

Two mode switches SWi for vertical and horizontal axes

SWi =

Abstract scheduler AS offers at least one switch action
AS = ☐ (en(sw1) ∨ en(sw2) ∨ (en(sw1) ∧ en(sw2))

Constraint Con ensures that never both switches are on
Con = ☐ (dis(on1) ∨ dis(on2))

Overall specification Spec is truly mixed
Spec = (SW1 || SW2 || AS) ∧ Con

We wish to refine/implement this mixed specification 
according to a suitable refinement relation ≤ ...
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Requirements on the Refinement Relation

Given a central controller CC,                                   
CC satisfies AS (CC |= AS)  if and only if  CC ≤ AS 
(embedding of |= )

In this case, SW1 || SW2 || CC ≤ SW1 || SW2 || AS 
(precongruence)

The above plus SW1 || SW2 || CC ≤ Con  if and only if       
SW1 || SW2 || CC ≤ (SW1 || SW2 || AS) ∧ Con                   
(∧ is conjunction)

Given another specification Spec',                         
Spec ⇒ Spec'  if and only if  Spec ≤ Spec'
(entailment)



The Setting: Logic LTS

Labelled transition systems, plus inconsistency predicate F 
on states 

Inconsistency arises by conjunctive composition

Is different from deadlock; consider, e.g.,

Denotes empty behaviour, i.e., inconsistent runs are filtered out

May propagate backwards
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The Setting: Refinement Preorder

Adaptation of ready simulation [Bloom/Istrail/Meyer, 1995] to 
Logic LTS:  p ≤RS q  if

Consistent steps of p are matched by consistent steps of q

Related states of p and q offer the same ready set

Full-abstraction result:

≤RS is the largest precongruence in a natural preorder ≤F ...

p ≤F q defined by: p consistent ⇒ q consistent

... in a setting with the following operators ...
NB. Only conjunction and parallel composition are essential

[Details]



Conjunction on Logic LTS

Synchronous composition but considering inconsistencies:
Inconsistency ⇔ different ready sets, i.e., if one process offers 
an action that the other cannot perform

∧ is ‘and’:
r ≤RS p ∧ q  if and only if  r ≤RS p and r ≤RS q
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Other Operators on Logic LTS

Operational (i.e., process-algebraic) operators:
Parallel composition ||A (CSP-style)

p ||A q inconsistent if and only if p inconsistent or q inconsistent

Hiding /a (CSP-style)
p/a inconsistent if and only if p inconsistent

External choice +
p+q inconsistent if and only if p inconsistent or q inconsistent

Propositional-logic operators:
Disjunction ∨ is internal choice

p∨q inconsistent if and only if p inconsistent and q inconsistent

Distributivity laws between ∧ and ∨ hold for =RS

Other standard logic laws (e.g., idempotence) are valid, too



Further Operators on Logic LTS

Temporal-logic operators (“safety properties”):

en(a), dis(a)                 “action a is initially enabled/disabled” 
[a]p                          “p holds after every initial a-step”

☐ p                          “p always holds, in every state”
p W q                        “p unless q” (weak until)

Embedding of temporal-logic formulae φ is conservative:

p |= φ  if and only if  p ≤RS φ
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(Arbitrary action set A; arbitrary b∈A, b≠a)

As a Logic LTS:



Future Application: Contractual State Machines

Contractual State Machines [Paige/Galloway/Harbird]:

Extend Logic LTS with state hierarchy operator, global variables 
and temporal-logic contracts at states and transitions

Equipped with refinement patterns that capture rules for 
translating between operational and logic specification styles

Intended for the design of avionics/aerospace systems

Adapting ideas from Logic LTS:

For lifting Contractual State Machines to Statecharts, as 
originally intended → I/O labels and broadcast composition

For defining a suitable fully-abstract semantics and developing 
tool support in terms of automated refinement checking



Future Application: Interface Theories

Interfaces à la Interface Automata [de Alfaro/Henzinger]:

Describe a component's communication behaviour abstractly

Compose in parallel and refine compositionally: conjunction 
needed when a component implements multiple interfaces

Formulate assumptions on inputs and guarantees on outputs: 
violated assumptions lead to incompatibilities

Adapting ideas from Logic LTS:

For studying consistency and compatibility notions implied by 
composition operators for interface theories

For extending interface theories by contracts (temporal-logic 
constructs), so as to increase conciseness



Conclusions

Ready simulation is “logical”

Is compositional and fully-abstract

Satisfies standard logic properties; especially, ∧ is “and”

Is compatible with logic satisfaction and implication

Logic LTS setting is practical

Provides a foundation for assigning robust mathematical 
semantics to formalisms that mix state machines and logics

Shows one how to extend specification formalisms by temporal-
logic aspects, thus allowing more flexible, concise specifications



Thank You!

Questions?
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